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Live a Little Oct 29 2019 'A . . . tender love story . . . This book is alive. It pulses with warmth and
intelligence' The Times A wickedly observed novel about falling in love at the end of your life, by the
Man Booker Prize-winning author of The Finkler Question. At the age of ninety-something, Beryl
Dusinbery is forgetting everything – including her own children. She spends her days stitching morbid
samplers and tormenting her two carers with tangled tales of her husbands and affairs. Shimi Carmelli can
do up his own buttons, walks without a frame and speaks without spitting. Among the widows of North
London, he’s whispered about as the last of the eligible bachelors. He forgets nothing –especially not the
shame of a childhood incident that has long hung over him. There's very little left remaining for either of
them. . . But perhaps just enough to heal some of the hurt inflicted along the way, and find new meaning
in what's left. *SHORTLISTED FOR THE WINGATE LITERARY PRIZE 2020*
The War of the Worlds Apr 15 2021 When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to
make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is
under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more
Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals
must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of
the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was
first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
Enrollment and Degrees in Agriculture Mar 15 2021
The Bird Artist Jun 25 2019 Howard Norman's The Bird Artist, the first book of his Canadian trilogy,
begins in 1911. Its narrator, Fabian Vas is a bird artist: He draws and paints the birds of Witless Bay, his

remote Newfoundland coastal village home. In the first paragraph of his tale Fabian reveals that he has
murdered the village lighthouse keeper, Botho August. Later, he confesses who and what drove him to his
crime--a measured, profoundly engrossing story of passion, betrayal, guilt, and redemption between men
and women. The Bird Artist is a 1994 National Book Award Finalist for Fiction.
Department 19 (Department 19, Book 1) Aug 20 2021 In a secret supernatural battle that's been raging
for over a century, the stakes have just been raised – and they're not wooden anymore.
To-morrow May 05 2020 The founder of the Garden City Association outlines his radical new approach
to urban planning. First published in 1898.
The American Missionary Jan 31 2020 Vols. 13-62 include abridged annual reports and proceedings of
the annual meetings of the American Missionary Association, 1869-1908; v. 38-62 include abridged
annual reports of the Society's Executive committee, 1883/84-1907/1908.
RoseBlood Jun 29 2022 From the bestselling author of the Splintered series, a talented young opera
singer enrolls in a French performing arts school shrouded in mystery. Rune has a mysterious affliction
that’s linked to her musical talent. Her mother believes creative direction will help, so she sends Rune to a
French arts conservatory rumored to have inspired The Phantom of the Opera. When Rune begins to
develop a friendship with the elusive Thorn, she realizes that with him, she feels cured. But as their love
grows, Thorn is faced with an impossible choice: save Rune or protect the phantom haunting RoseBlood,
the only father he’s ever known. Fans of Daughter of Smoke & Bone and the Splintered series will adore
this retelling of one of the most famous stories of all time. Praise for RoseBlood “The Phantom of the
Opera is reborn in this supernatural tale of music, passions, and love. . . . A rich, atmospheric story that
readers will be hard-pressed to put down.” —Kirkus Reviews “Rune is a multifaceted, artistic character
whose actions and reactions feel believably young adult as she confronts questions about family secrets
and heredity. This is an accomplished undertaking. . . . VERDICT A good purchase for paranormal
romance collections, and the connections to a classic work of literature add appeal.” —School Library
Journal
Untamed (UK edition) May 17 2021
House Documents, Otherwise Publ. as Executive Documents Oct 10 2020
Ignite the Sun Aug 08 2020 Once upon a time, there was something called the sun… Sixteen year-old
Siria Nightingale has never seen the sun. The light is dangerous, according to Queen Iyzabel, an evil
witch who has shrouded the kingdom in shadow. Siria has always hated the darkness and revels in the
stories of the light-filled old days that she hears from her best friend and his grandfather. Besides them,
nobody else understands her fascination with the sun, especially not her strict and demanding parents.
Siria’s need to please them is greater than her fear of the dark, and so she heads to the royal city—the very
center of the darkness—for a chance at a place in Queen Iyzabel’s court. But what Siria discovers at the
Choosing Ball will send her on a quest that could bring back the Light—or doom the kingdom to shadow
forever. Accompanied by a ragtag group of rebels, she sets her course for the North, toward the last
vestiges of the sun.
Born in Blackness: Africa, Africans, and the Making of the Modern World, 1471 to the Second
World War Nov 22 2021 Revealing the central yet intentionally obliterated role of Africa in the creation
of modernity, Born in Blackness vitally reframes our understanding of world history. Traditional accounts
of the making of the modern world afford a place of primacy to European history. Some credit the
fifteenth-century Age of Discovery and the maritime connection it established between West and East;
others the accidental unearthing of the “New World.” Still others point to the development of the
scientific method, or the spread of Judeo-Christian beliefs; and so on, ad infinitum. The history of Africa,
by contrast, has long been relegated to the remote outskirts of our global story. What if, instead, we put
Africa and Africans at the very center of our thinking about the origins of modernity? In a sweeping
narrative spanning more than six centuries, Howard W. French does just that, for Born in Blackness
vitally reframes the story of medieval and emerging Africa, demonstrating how the economic ascendancy
of Europe, the anchoring of democracy in the West, and the fulfillment of so-called Enlightenment ideals
all grew out of Europe’s dehumanizing engagement with the “dark” continent. In fact, French reveals, the
first impetus for the Age of Discovery was not—as we are so often told, even today—Europe’s yearning
for ties with Asia, but rather its centuries-old desire to forge a trade in gold with legendarily rich Black

societies sequestered away in the heart of West Africa. Creating a historical narrative that begins with the
commencement of commercial relations between Portugal and Africa in the fifteenth century and ends
with the onset of World War II, Born in Blackness interweaves precise historical detail with poignant,
personal reportage. In so doing, it dramatically retrieves the lives of major African historical figures, from
the unimaginably rich medieval emperors who traded with the Near East and beyond, to the Kongo
sovereigns who heroically battled seventeenth-century European powers, to the ex-slaves who liberated
Haitians from bondage and profoundly altered the course of American history. While French cogently
demonstrates the centrality of Africa to the rise of the modern world, Born in Blackness becomes, at the
same time, a far more significant narrative, one that reveals a long-concealed history of trivialization and,
more often, elision in depictions of African history throughout the last five hundred years. As French
shows, the achievements of sovereign African nations and their now-far-flung peoples have time and
again been etiolated and deliberately erased from modern history. As the West ascended, their
stories—siloed and piecemeal—were swept into secluded corners, thus setting the stage for the
hagiographic “rise of the West” theories that have endured to this day. “Capacious and compelling”
(Laurent Dubois), Born in Blackness is epic history on the grand scale. In the lofty tradition of bold,
revisionist narratives, it reframes the story of gold and tobacco, sugar and cotton—and of the greatest
“commodity” of them all, the twelve million people who were brought in chains from Africa to the “New
World,” whose reclaimed lives shed a harsh light on our present world.
Slasher Girls & Monster Boys Jan 01 2020 For fans of Stephen King, Neil Gaiman, American Horror
Story and The Walking Dead comes a powerhouse anthology featuring some of the best thriller and horror
writers in YA A host of the sharpest young adult authors come together in this collection of terrifying
tales and psychological thrillers. Each author draws from a mix of literature, film, television, and music to
create something new and fresh and unsettling. Clever readers will love teasing out the references and can
satisfy their curiosity at the end of each tale, where the inspiration is revealed. There are no superficial
scares here; these are stories that will make you think even as they keep you on the edge of your seat.
From blood horror, to the supernatural, to unsettling, all-too-possible realism, this collection has
something for anyone looking for an absolute thrill. Stefan Bachmann Leigh Bardugo Kendare Blake A.
G. Howard Jay Kristoff Marie Lu Jonathan Maberry Danielle Paige Carrie Ryan Megan Shepherd Nova
Ren Suma McCormick Templeman April Genevieve Tucholke Cat Winters
Untamed (Splintered Series Companion) Apr 27 2022 Alyssa Gardner went down the rabbit hole and took
control of her destiny. She survived the battle for Wonderland and the battle for her heart. In this
collection of three novellas, join Alyssa and her family as they look back at their memories of
Wonderland. In Six Impossible Things, Alyssa recalls the most precious moments of her life after
Ensnared, and the role magic plays in preserving the happiness of those she loves. Alyssa's mother
reminisces about her own time in Wonderland and giving up the crown to rescue the man who would
become her husband in The Boy in the Web. And Morpheus delves into Jeb's memories of the events of
Splintered in The Moth in the Mirror. Read all the books in the New York Times bestselling Splintered
series: Splintered (Book 1), Unhinged (Book 2), Ensnared (Book 3), and Untamed (The Companion
Novel). Praise for Splintered: STARRED REVIEW "Fans of dark fantasy, as well as of Carroll's Alice in
all her revisionings (especially Tim Burton's), will find a lot to love in this compelling and imaginative
novel." --Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "Alyssa is one of the most unique protagonists I've
come across in a while. Splintered is dark, twisted, entirely riveting, and a truly romantic tale." --USA
Today "Brilliant, because it is ambitious, inventive, and often surprising -- a contemporary reworking of
Lewis Carroll's "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland,'' with a deep bow toward Tim Burton's 2010 film
version." --The Boston Globe "It's a deft, complex metamorphosis of this children's fantasy made more
enticing by competing romantic interests, a psychedelic setting, and more mad violence than its original."
--Booklist " Protagonist Alyssa...is an original. Howard's visual imagination is superior. The story's
creepiness is intriguing as horror, and its hypnotic tone and setting, at the intersection of madness and
creativity, should sweep readers down the rabbit hole." --Publishers Weekly "While readers will delight in
such recognizable scenes as Alyssa drinking from a bottle to shrink, the richly detailed scenes that stray
from the original will entice the imagination. These adventures are indeed wonderful." --BookPage
"Attention to costume and setting render this a visually rich read..." --Kirkus Reviews "Wonderland is

filled with much that is not as wonderful as might be expected, and yet, it is in Wonderland that Alyssa
accepts her true nature. The cover with its swirling tendrils and insects surrounding Alyssa will surely
attract teen readers who will not disappointed with this magical, edgy tale." --Reading Today Online
"Creepy, descriptive read with a generous dollop of romance." --School Library Journal
Country Gentleman Jul 27 2019
Transfer Credit Practices of Designated Educational Institutions Jul 07 2020
Winter, White and Wicked Jun 17 2021 Mad Max: Fury Road meets Frozen in this striking YA fantasy
about a rig driver’s journey to save her friend Twice-orphaned Sylvi has chipped out a niche for herself on
Layce, an island cursed by eternal winter. Alone in her truck, she takes comfort in two things: the solitude
of the roads and the favor of Winter, an icy spirit who has protected her since she was a child. Sylvi likes
the road, where no one asks who her parents were or what she thinks of the rebels in the north. But when
her best friend, Lenore, runs off with the rebels, Sylvi must make a haul too late in the season for a
smuggler she wouldn’t normally work with, the infamous Mars Dresden. Alongside his team—Hyla, a
giant warrior woman and Kyn, a boy with skin like stone—Sylvi will do whatever it takes to save her
friend. But when the time comes, she’ll have to choose: safety, anonymity, and the favor of Winter—or
the future of the island that she calls home.
Industrialization Of U.S. Agriculture Sep 20 2021 Originally published in 1986, this volume explores
capitalization as an industrialisation indicator and the scale of capitalization in the areas of labor, cropping
and in livestock and poultry. Finally the performance of agricultural industrialisation is discussed. This
book offers a geographic view of what many consider the ultimate revolution in American agriculture:
industrialization. The major technological advances and production increases associated with the process
have become a significant event in world agricultural history, and for a long time the great majority of
Americans accepted them as natural outcomes of economic and even cultural goals. But for the past thirty
to forty years agricultural industrialization has proceeded from "a brisk walk to a dash," and the increased
pressure on smaller farmers and farm-workers, as well as on natural resources, has become serious
enough to evoke demands from many quarters for regulatory action. Yet compared to the magnitude of
the event and the increasing concern, much is still unknown about its regional character and extent.
Transactions of the New-York State Agricultural Society for the Year ... Nov 30 2019
The Country Gentleman Oct 22 2021 A journal for the farm, the garden, and the fireside, devoted to
improvement in agriculture, horticulture, and rural taste; to elevation in mental, moral, and social
character, and the spread of useful knowledge and current news.
The Wisdom of Blood Mar 27 2022 The gaslit gothic atmosphere of a Victorian penny dreadful meets the
dangerous romance of Hades and Persephone in A.G. Howard's newest lush adult vampire fantasy fraught
with passion, horror, and mystery.
Cumulated Index Medicus Jun 05 2020
Stain Oct 02 2022 A princess must win back her kingdom, save a prince, and restore peace in this fantasy
by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Splintered series. After Lyra—a princess incapable
of speech or sound—is cast out of her kingdom of daylight by her wicked aunt, a witch saves her life,
steals her memories, and raises her in an enchanted forest...disguised as a boy known only as Stain.
Meanwhile, in Lyra’s rival kingdom, the prince of thorns and night is dying, and the only way for him to
break his curse is to wed the princess of daylight—for she is his true equal. As Lyra finds her way back to
her identity, an imposter princess prepares to steal her betrothed prince and her crown. To win back her
kingdom, save the prince, and make peace with the land of the night, Lyra must be loud enough to be
heard without a voice, and strong enough to pass a series of tests—ultimately proving she’s everything a
traditional princess is not. “A decadent fantasy anchored in childhood delights with vibrantly detailed
writing and brilliantly theatrical subplots.” —Kirkus Reviews “[A] reimagining of “The Princess and the
Pea” . . . An emotionally complex tale of fate, inner beauty, and found family that illustrates the strength
of love born from friendship.” —Publishers Weekly
The Soil and Health Dec 24 2021 This is a newly edited revision of Albert Howard's important text on
organic farming and gardening, and the central role of humus in maintaining soil health and fertility. No
single generation has the right to exhaust the soil from which humanity must draw its sustenance. Modern
agricultural practices, with their emphasis on chemicals, poisons, and toxins, lead to the impoverishment

and death of the soil. THE SOIL AND HEALTH is a detailed analysis of the vital role of humus and
compost in soil health — and the importance of soil health to the health of crops and the humans who eat
them. The author is keenly aware of the dead end which awaits humanity if we insist on growing our food
using artificial fertilisers and poisons. Albert Howard (1873-1947) was one of the leaders of the British
organics movement in the mid-twentieth century. He was the first westerner to document and publish
research on traditional techniques of agriculture, including Indian and Chinese farming and management
of the soil. "Agriculture is the fundamental industry of the world and must be allowed to occupy the
primary position in the economies of all countries." — Albert Howard CONTENTS 1 - Soil Fertility and
Agriculture 1.1 The operations of Nature - The life of the plant - The living soil - The significance of
humus - The importance of minerals 1.2 Systems of agriculture - Primitive forms of agriculture - Shifting
cultivation - The harnessing of the Nile - Staircase cultivation - The agriculture of China - The agriculture
of Greece and Rome - Farming in the Middle Ages 1.3 Soil fertility in Great Britain - The Roman
occupation - The Saxon conquest - The open-field system - The depreciation of soil fertility - The low
yield of wheat - The Black Death- Enclosure - The Industrial Revolution and soil fertility - The Great
Depression of 1879 - The Second World War 1.4 Industrialism and the profit motive - The exploitation of
virgin soil - The profit motive - The consequence of soil exploitation - The easy transfer of fertility - The
road farming has travelled 1.5 The intrusion of Science - The origin of artificial fertilisers - The advent of
the laboratory hermit - The unsoundness of Rothamsted - Artificials during the two world wars - The
shortcomings of current agricultural research 2 - Disease in Present-day Farming and Gardening 2.1
Diseases of the soil - Soil erosion - The formation of alkaline land 2.2 The diseases of crops - Sugar Cane
- Coffee - Tea - Cacao - Cotton - Rice - Wheat - Vine - Fruit - Tobacco - Leguminous crops - Potato 2.3
Disease and health in livestock - Foot-and-mouth disease - Soil fertility and disease - Concentrates and
contagious abortion - Selective feeding by instinct - Herbs and livestock - The maintenance of our breeds
of poultry 2.4 Soil fertility and human health 2.5 The nature of disease 3 - The Problem of Manuring 3.1
The origins and scope of the problem - The phosphate problem and its solution - The reform of the
manure heap - Sheet-composting and nitrogen fixation - The utilisation of town wastes 3.2 The Indore
Process - Some practical points - The New Zealand compost box - Mechanisation - The spread of the
Indore Process 3.3 The reception by scientists 4 - Conclusions and Suggestions
China's Second Continent Dec 12 2020 A New York Times Notable Book Chinese immigrants of the
recent past and unfolding twenty-first century are in search of the African dream. So explains
indefatigable traveler Howard W. French, prize-winning investigative journalist and former New York
Times bureau chief in Africa and China, in the definitive account of this seismic geopolitical
development. China’s burgeoning presence in Africa is already shaping, and reshaping, the future of
millions of people. From Liberia to Senegal to Mozambique, in creaky trucks and by back roads, French
introduces us to the characters who make up China’s dogged emigrant population: entrepreneurs
singlehandedly reshaping African infrastructure, and less-lucky migrants barely scraping by but still
convinced of Africa’s opportunities. French’s acute observations offer illuminating insight into the most
pressing unknowns of modern Sino-African relations: Why China is making these cultural and economic
incursions into the continent; what Africa’s role is in this equation; and what the ramifications for both
parties and their people—and the watching world—will be in the foreseeable future. One of the Best
Books of the Year at • The Economist • The Guardian • Foreign Affairs
Handbook of Thin-Layer Chromatography Mar 03 2020 In this third edition, more than 40 renowned
authorities introduce and update chapters on the theory, fundamentals, techniques, and instrumentation of
thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and high-performance thin-layer chromatography (HPTLC),
highlighting the latest procedures and applications of TLC to 19 important compound classes and
coverage of TLC applications by compound type. Easily adaptable to industrial scenarios , the Handbook
of Thin-Layer Chromatography, Third Edition supports practical research strategies with extensive tables
of data, offers numerous figures that illustrate techniques and chromatograms, and includes a glossary as
well as a directory of equipment suppliers.
The Glass Butterfly Jan 25 2022 Chasing ghosts will lead him to her castle...catching them will lead him
to her heart.
Enrollment and Degrees in Agriculture, Institutions of Higher Education Sep 08 2020

Ignorance, Power and Harm Jul 19 2021 This book discusses the concept of 'agnosis' and its
significance for criminology through a series of case studies, contributing to the expansion of the
criminological imagination. Agnotology – the study of the cultural production of ignorance, has primarily
been proposed as an analytical tool in the fields of science and medicine. However, this book argues that
it has significant resonance for criminology and the social sciences given that ignorance is a crucial means
through which public acceptance of serious and sometimes mass harms is achieved. The editors argue that
this phenomenon requires a systematic inquiry into ignorance as an area of criminological study in its
own right. Through case studies on topics such as migrant detention, historical institutionalised child
abuse, imprisonment, environmental harm and financial collapse, this book examines the construction of
ignorance, and the power dynamics that facilitate and shape that construction in a range of different
contexts. Furthermore, this book addresses the relationship between ignorance and the achievement of
‘manufactured consent’ to political and cultural hegemony, acquiescence in its harmful consequences and
the deflection of responsibility for them.
Ensnared Jul 31 2022 After surviving a disastrous battle at prom, Alyssa has embraced her madness and
gained perspective. She's determined to rescue her two worlds and the people and netherlings she loves.
Even if it means challenging Queen Red to a final battle of wills and wiles . . . and even if the only way to
Wonderland, now that the rabbit hole is closed, is through the looking-glass world; a parallel dimension
filled with mutated and violent netherling outcasts.
Splintered (Splintered Series #1) Sep 01 2022 An original ebook-only novella in the Splintered series
from the point of view of fan-favorite character, Jeb.
Trees of Delhi Nov 10 2020
The Hummingbird Heart May 29 2022 A man seeking to change, a lady desperate to stay the same . . .
as they cross the Atlantic, pent up passions crash over them like the ocean¿s waves. But will the ghosts of
her past end their lives before love can begin?
Concentration and Power in the Food System Jan 13 2021 Who controls what we eat? This book reveals
how dominant corporations, from the supermarket to the seed industry, exert control over contemporary
food systems. It analyzes the strategies these firms are using to reshape society in order to further increase
their power, particularly in terms of their bearing upon the more vulnerable sections of society, such as
recent immigrants, ethnic minorities and those of lower socioeconomic status. Yet this study also shows
that these trends are not inevitable. Opposed by numerous efforts, from microbreweries to seed saving
networks, it explores how opposition to this has encouraged even the most powerful firms to make small
but positive changes. This revised edition has been updated to reflect recent developments in the food
system, as well as the broad political economic forces that shape them. It also examines the rapidly
changing technologies, such as Big Data and automation, which have the potential to reinforce, as well as
to challenge, the power of the largest firms.
Johannes Cabal the Necromancer Sep 28 2019 The start of a fantastic new series. Johannes Cabal has
never pretended to be a hero of any kind. There is, after all, little heroic about robbing graves, stealing
occult volumes, and being on nodding terms with demons. His purpose, however, is noble. His researches
are all directed to raising the dead. Not as monstrosities but as people, just as they were when they lived:
physically, mentally, and spiritually. For such a prize, some sacrifices are necessary. One such sacrifice
was his own soul, but he now sees that was a mistake – it’s not just that he needs it for his research to
have validity, but now he realises he needs it to be himself. Unfortunately, his soul now rests within the
festering bureaucracy of Hell. Satan may be cruel and capricious but, most dangerously, he is bored. It is
Cabal’s unhappy lot to provide him with amusement. In short, a wager: in return for his own soul, Cabal
must gather one hundred others. Placed in control of a diabolical carnival – created to tempt to
contentiousness, to blasphemy, argumentation and murder, but one may also win coconuts – and armed
only with his intelligence, a very large handgun, and a total absence of whimsy, Cabal has one year. One
year to beat the Devil at his own game. And isn’t that perhaps just a little heroic?
Unhinged Nov 03 2022 Life gets complicated once again for teenaged Alyssa when her mother returns
home from an asylum and the mysterious Morpheus tempts Alyssa with another dangerous quest in the
dark, challenging Wonderland.
Quarterly Statement - Palestine Exploration Fund Apr 03 2020

Addressing Adversity Feb 11 2021 An edited collection of papers published by YoungMinds and funded
by Health Education England. With 1 in 3 adult mental health conditions related directly to adverse
childhood experiences, it is vital that we understand the impact that adversity and trauma can have on the
mental health and wellbeing of young people, and how we can strengthen resilience and support recovery.
Addressing Adversity presents evidence, insight, direction and case studies for commissioners, providers
and practitioners in order to stimulate further growth in adversity and trauma-informed care, and spark
innovation and good practice across England. Section 1: Understanding adversity, trauma and resilience
includes evidence and analysis of the impact that adverse childhood experiences and trauma have on
children and young people’s mental health and wider outcomes across the lifecourse. Section 2:
Addressing childhood adversity and trauma includes insights from the NHS in England, organisations and
clinicians working with children and young people who have experienced forms of adversity and trauma.
Section 3: Emerging good practice includes insight, case studies and working examples of adversity and
trauma-informed service models being developed across England. The collection ends with an agenda for
change, calling on all Directors of Public Health, commissioners and providers to make adversity and
trauma-informed care a priority in their locality.
Johannes Cabal the Detective Aug 27 2019 Johannes Cabal is back -- a little older, a little wiser, but just
as sharply funny, cuttingly sarcastic, and unexpectedly violent as ever. For necromancer Johannes Cabal,
dealing with devils, demons and raising the dead is pretty much par for the course. But when his attempt
to steal a rare book turns sour, he is faced by a far more terrifying entity -- politics. While awaiting
execution for his crime, Cabal is forced to resurrect an inconveniently deceased emperor. Seizing his
chance, the cunning Cabal engineers his escape, fleeing the country on a state-of-the-art flying ship. But
the ship has more than a few unpleasant surprises, including an unwelcome face from the past and the
small matter of some mysterious murders. Cabal may work with corpses but he has absolutely no
intention of becoming one. Drawn into a deadly conspiracy, is he shuffling dangerously close to the end
of his mortal coil?
The Architect of Song Feb 23 2022 A lady imprisoned by deafness, an architect imprisoned by his past,
and a ghost imprisoned within the petals of a flower - intertwine in this Gothic love story that transcends
life and death.
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